Lynn Public Arts Commission
March 10, 2020 Agenda
Gallery at Lynn Arts
25 Exchange Street Lynn Ma. 01904

Roll Call

Accept Notes & Minutes from 2/4/20

Repair + Maintenance
• Take a moment to stick stuff up!

Member Updates:
• Members (newly+re-appointed)

ArtWeekLynn 2020
• Review Events

LCC Initiatives
• What should we know?

DTLCD’s Initiatives
• What should we know?

Community Gallery updates
• Leah LPS updates
• Tia Library updates

city hALL (7:15-7:40pm)
• Call for Dressing Room Art release (Tia+Annette to provide update)
• Lynn Shutter Society gathering (outreach + planning)

Other Business (7:40-8pm)
• Opportunity to discuss any outside initiatives that would benefit from working with the PAC as well as ideas for future PAC-sponsored projects; i.e. our next Manning Mural!